
PARTNERSHIP DISPUTE
Disputes arise across a broad spectrum of relationships. There are two main factors that challenge 
that relationship, one of which is the human element of emotion, the other, is money.  And nothing 
is more volatile than the combination of money and emotion. Those involved are typically strong-
minded individuals who are unable to reach an amicable resolution. Below are relationship disputes 
that can arise from a personal and business situation. 

SHAREHOLDER
DISPUTE

Succession Planning

Uneven Sweat Equity/
Capital Contribution

Incompetence of an Owner

Disparities in Compensation

Differing of Opinions

FAMILY
DISPUTE

Property Settlement

Financial Support

Multi-Generational

ESTATE
DISPUTE

Inheritance/Will Issues

Heir Grievance

Breach of Fiduciary Duty

OWNERSHIP 
BREAKDOWN

DISPUTE

Breach of Agreement

Unethical Practices

Concealment of Assets

Misaligned Philosophies

Unexpected Setbacks

In a partnership dispute, litigation is typically the course of action taken when 
the conflict takes on a serious tone and both parties are in non agreeance.  

“In any dispute, each side thinks it’s in the right 
and the other side is demons.” ~ Steven Pinker

RECEIVER SPECIAL MASTER
An equitable remedy that allows the court to protect and preserve assets while the parties are 
in litigation. A neutral third party that provides a unique perspective to disentangle the conflict.

Resolute has experience acting as a court-appointed 
Receiver and Special Master for various matters involving:

Business Valuations Settlement Mediation

Interim & Crisis Management Financial Review and Oversight

Liquidation Proceedings Continuity of Operations

Securing and Managing Assets Reaching Resolution in Disputes



Resolute is a financial advisory firm that provides 
creative solutions to complex business problems 
by maximizing value for our clients.

Founded in 2008 by two partners from different business backgrounds but 
had the same genuine desire – to create a well-rounded company focused on 
solving financial challenges through a creative and tactical approach. Resolute 
specializes in corporate renewal, receiverships, forensic investigations, and 
litigation support. A service-driven firm dedicated to becoming your partner, 
Resolute presents clients with creative solutions to secure, resolve, and enhance 
financial assets and business operations. 

Resolute’s ability to maximize value in entangled business situations has been 
utilized by financial institutions, corporations, law firms, state and federal courts, 
and trustees throughout the country.

For more information, visit us at www.resolutecommercial.com

Do you know of a relationship 
dispute that requires our 
expertise? Contact Resolute.

FOLLOW US: 

7201 E. Camelback Rd, Ste. 250
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
(480) 947-3321
www.resolutecommercial.com


